
Local governments are leading the transition to clean and healthy electric 
transportation. With predictable use patterns and the opportunity to install electric 
vehicle charging on site, local governments have the chance to electrify their fleets 
and transit vehicles, and save money along the way. 

Electric Vehicles  
and Local Governments

AND MANY MORE!

Vehicles that can be electrified include

PASSENGER 
VEHICLES SCHOOL  

BUSES TRUCKS FORKLIFTS POLICE  
CARS

TRANSIT  
BUSES
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BECOME A CLEAN ENERGY LEADER!  
Showing your commitment to electrification helps residents choose electric vehicles! 

Install charging stations at government buildings or parks

Incentivize make-ready infrastructure in new parking facilities to prepare them for 
future electric vehicle charging needs

Protect electric vehicle charging station parking spots to give priority to electric 
vehicle drivers
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City of RACINE • 6 all-electric transit buses with funding from the 
Volkswagen Mitigation Settlement

When the electric buses arrive they will replace the six oldest, least-
reliable and biggest exhaust emitters in the fleet. Costs in the industry 
have been declining annually as technology improves and becomes 
more widely adopted.

Michael Maierle • Parking and Transit System Manager

City of Madison • 8 all-electric Chevy Bolts & 20 more on the way!

We are also investigating the purchase of an electric van and electric 
forklift, which should get us to 27 total electric vehicles by 2020. This is 
the largest electric vehicle fleet in Wisconsin - but we are encouraging all 
other fleets around the state to compete against us!

Mahanth Joishy • Fleet Superintendent

VALUE OF SWITCHING TO ELECTRIC FLEET 
COST EFFECTIVE • Electric vehicles can reduce fuel costs by more than half. Plus, they 
hedge against rising gasoline and diesel prices.  Municipalities can save even more 
money on fuel and electricity bills by investing in solar power to charge vehicles. 

BETTER PERFORMANCE • Electric vehicles are quiet, powerful, and have instant torque, 
making them great for daily driving or even police squad vehicles. 

LESS MAINTENANCE • Electric vehicles don’t need oil changes and have fewer moving 
parts than traditional gasoline vehicles, meaning they require far less maintenance.  

LOW EMISSIONS • Cars are a major contributor to local air pollution. Switching to electric 
cleans up the air your residents breathe.

TRANSIT BUSES
The World Resources Institute highlights 3 considerations for electric transit buses:  
TECHNOLOGICAL • Technological advancements are extending the range and 
capabilities of electric buses. Electric buses can be recharged in as little as 10 minutes.  

FINANCIAL • Upfront costs of an electric bus can be $200,000 more than a diesel bus. 
However, lifetime fuel and maintenance savings of an electric bus are around $400,000.

FINANCING OPTIONS • municipal bonds, local transportation taxes, federal, regional, state and 
local grants, and financial partnerships with a utility or private entity. 

PAYS® OR PAY AS YOU SAVE ® is a financing model where the utility pays the difference in 
upfront cost, then owns the bus battery and charging infrastructure. The bus owner pays the 
utility back each month through their utility bill, creating a win-win. 

INSTITUTIONAL • The mayor, city council, transit authority, sustainability committee, and 
local utility should work together to ensure electric buses are implemented successfully. 


